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Abstract— The increase in work load on every individual in 

today’s era requires a lot of energy.   Health drinks are the 

biggest and most useful energy sources.   One of these thirst 

quenching health drinks is Coconut water.   The person 

selling the coconut water at road sides or at the beaches 

takes lot of efforts to cut off the top portion of the coconut. 

This paper is based on the designing methodology of a 

coconut water extracting machine which requires less 

human efforts.   This machine does not require any skilled 

person to operate.   Any common human being can use this 

machine to extract the coconut water.             
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The coconut water is recommendable to the people of 

almost every age.   It has high nutritional value and most of 

the doctors recommend coconut water to their patients.   The 

calorie and the sugar content of coconut water is also very 

low.   So it does not have any bad effect on human health.   

It acts as tonic that reduces the fatigue in an instant.   The 

tender coconut water is considered as the healthiest drink 

because of its high vitamin and protein content.   

Almost every coconut water seller uses the 

traditional way to extract coconut water.   They use a sharp 

knife to make a hole at top of tender coconut.   This requires 

a skill and lot of efforts to make the hole.   As it requires lots 

of efforts, it reduces the efficiency.   It also causes the 

shoulder pain to the seller.   To overcome this problem, we 

have designed a machine which will easily extract the 

coconut water with less human efforts.  The machine will be 

level operated and it does not requires any kind of special 

skills.   It can also be used to cut off the coconut into two 

halves. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The coconut palm (cocos nucifera) is found all over the 

globe, where it has minglade into the lives of local people.   

It provides almost all the requirements of humans such as 

food, drink, firewood, medicines, domestic utensils etc.   

Because of these reasons, it has been called the “Tree of 

heaven” and “Tree of Life” [1].                                                                                

The coconut is native to coastal areas of South East 

Asian countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines 

and Westward towards the Coastal India, Sri Lanka, East 

Africa and tropical islands such as Seychelles, Andaman and 

Mauritius.   In their regions, the palms were able to establish 

themselves on sandy and coralline coasts.  Coconut palm 

can either be an introduction or even possibly a native to 

Pacific coasts of Central America [2].   

Lot of research has been performed on the design 

of a coconut water extracting machine.  Some designs have 

also been proposed for it which are as follows: 

A power operated coconut punch-cum-splitter was 

developed for extracting coconut water and coconut meat.   

The equipment mainly consists of screw rod, channel 

section, tapered roller bearing, pulleys, movable tray, and 

supporting frame, cutting blade, punch and electric motor.   

The nut of the screw rod was rotated with an electric motor 

and the drive was transmitted with a belt and pulley system.   

The tender coconut was placed on the top of the screw rod 

in natural rest position and was raised to press against either 

the punch or the blade fixed above the screw rod.   The 

average energy requirement for punching and splitting of the 

selected range were found to be 11.74 kJ and 12.13 kJ [3].   

 Automated dehusking and crown removal machine aims at 

de-husking and removing the crown of the de-husked 

coconut of various sizes.   The machine proposed in this 

work basically does two processes.   They are dehusking and 

crown removing.   De-husking is the process of removing 

the fibrous portion (husk) from the nut [4].    

Coconut Dehusking Machine for rural small scale 

farm Holders comprise of two rollers with spikes, screw 

conveyor, barrier plates, conveyor belt, two spur gears and a 

handle was developed for small scale production in the rural 

areas [5].   

Hydraulically operated coconut de-husking 

machine mainly consists of hydraulic cylinders, de-husking 

mechanism, hydraulic power pack, fruit gripping 

mechanism, and frame.  This machine can de-husk the 

coconuts on an average in 11-13 seconds.   With 90-95 % of 

coconut effectively de-husked [6]. 

III. COMPONENTS 

A. Punching Tool: 

It is used to make a hole on the coconut.  It is made up of 

mild steel.   The length of this component is 10cms.   It is 

sharp pointed at one end.    

B. Splititng Tool: 

It is used to split the coconut into two halves.   It is made up 

of mild steel.   The thickness of this tool is 5cms.   A small 

rod is welded at one end for the movement control of this 

tool.   

C. Lever: 

This is the main working part of this machine which is made 

up of mild steel.   The diameter of the lever is 2cms.   The 

length of the lever is 90cms.   The distance between the the 

point at which the punching tool is connected and the point 

at which effort is applied is 70cms.   

D. Guide: 

A Metal Guide is used to restrict the motion of the punching 

tool.    

E. Frame: 

Frame is a structure of machine on which the other 

components are placed.   It is made up of iron.   
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IV. CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING 

The construction steps for our coconut water extracting 

machine are as follows: 

 The frame of machine is made up of mild steel.   

 The punching tool is connected to the lever.   

 The punching tool is made sharp pointed at one end 

and is made up of mild steel.   

 The movement of tool is guided by the metal guide. 

 The splitting tool is also made up of mild steel.   

 The splitting tool is placed separately on the 

working bed.    

 To place the coconut on the bed a holding device is 

used.   

The working principle of the coconut water extracting 

machine is as follows: 

 The coconut is kept on the holding device.   

 The punching tool will be moved upward and 

downward as per the need with the help of liver.   

 While making the hole in the coconut, move the 

lever downward.   This will make a hole on the 

coconut.   

 Now move the lever in upward direction in order to 

remove the punching tool from coconut.    

 Now the coconut is ready to serve.   

 In case of cutting the coconut into two halves, the 

splitting tool will be used.    

 
Fig. 1: 

 
Fig. 2: 

V. CALCULATIONS 

A. Force Applied By Hand: 

Force = Efforts Applied * Acceleration 

         = 5Kg * 10m/s
2      

         = 50N 

B. Torque Required For Punching: 

Torque = Force* Distance 

                    = 50N * 70cms 

                    = 35N-m 

VI. COMPARISON BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL METHOD AND 

FABRICATED METHOD 

CONVENTIONAL 

METHOD 

FABRICATED 

METHOD 

More effort is required Less effort is required 

Skilled person is required 
No skilled person is 

required 

Accident possibility No accident possibility 

Time required for cutting= 

10sec 

Time required for splitting= 

20 sec 

Time required for cutting= 

5 sec 

Time required for splitting= 

10sec 

VII. ADVANTAGES AND APPLICATIONS 

A. Advantages: 

1) Less effort is required to perform the whole 

operation of punching the hole in the coconut.   

2) No skilled person is required to perform operation.   

3) Causes of accidents during the operation are 

completely eliminated.   

4) Task of vendor or seller becomes easy.   

5) As sell increases, profit for vendor will increase.   

6) Waiting time for customer is reduced.   

7) With the help of this machine, new entrepreneur 

can easily start his business.   

B. Applications: 

1) This machine can be set up in shop.   

2) It can be used by street side hawkers.   

3) It can be used in farms, houses etc.   

VIII. DECISION AND CONCLUSION 

The fabrication and calculation related to mechanism as well 

as bill of material has been carried out for coconut water 

extraction machine.   

The total system is divided into two units: 

 Power input: Effort is applied to lever by hand.   

 Output of machine: punch the hole in coconut.   

1) Input: Input to the machine is given through human 

power   by hand at about 5Kg.   

2) Output- Mechanical advantage of=3.  5 

IX. CONCLUSION 

1) The project carried out by us is helpful for street 

hawkers and make the task easier for them.   

2) This project greatly reduces the operation time as 

compared to conventional method.   
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3) By the implementation of this machine new 

entrepreneur can easily purchase and start his/her 

business.   
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